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Changes since Hiroshima (-02 to -04)

• Non-normative classification of information disclosure (7.2)
  – Based on mailing list thread
    • http://www.ietf.org/mail-archive/web/alto/current/msg00536.html
  – Disclosure of topology data vs. disclosure of user behavior
  – Disclosure towards the other ALTO entity vs. to a third party
  – One conclusion: we cannot prevent an ALTO client from redistributing the guiding information to another party (e.g. via gossip), unless we would use some kind of DRM – this is not what we want! Reflected in:

• New requirement:
  REQ. ARv04-49: The operator of an ALTO server MUST NOT assume that an ALTO client will implement mechanisms or comply with rules that limit the ALTO client's ability to redistribute information retrieved from the ALTO server to third parties.
Open issues / planned changes

• Add discussion of the “provisioned bandwidth” attribute.
  – This attribute has been proposed many times
  – Privacy concerns
  – Useful? Dangerous? Causing disproportionately high load on high-bandwidth peers, i.e., penalizing premium customers?
  – See thread on mailing list
    – http://www.ietf.org/mail-archive/web/alto/current/msg00605.html
  – So far unclear whether new normative requirements will occur

• Add discussion of special requirements caused by per-user attributes (as opposed to per-area / per-PID attributes), in particular in environments with highly dynamic address reallocation.
  – To say it in other words: document the limitations of map-based approaches, as discussed in Hiroshima
  – So far unclear whether new normative requirements will occur